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Memoir and Personal Writing

Warm up week
• Bradway and Hesse,
Weeks 2-7
Creating Nonfiction, excerpts
6 weekly exercises in technique (500-750 each)
• Kristen Iversen, Full Body
6 weekly response analyses (500-750 each)
Burden
• Rebecca Solnit, ed, The Best
Weeks 8, 9, 10, Finals
American Essays 2019
3 polished pieces (5000 total)
• Annie Dillard, Teaching a
Stone to Talk
One-hour synchronous class (News and reactions)
Optional small group work in progress
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Four Fast Lessons
Tiered Synchronicity
The Humanity of Sharing
The Humanity of Structured Tolerance
The Debilitation of Overcompensating

Snapshots from 80 Spring
Writing Classes
177 words: professor/student/week

A first year WRIT 1133 student: Four weeks in
the DU dorm, alone and sheltering in place,
while waiting to get home because of
international travel regulations. And then two
weeks under quarantine in Beijing. Six weeks
out of 10, under lockdown. His ethnography on
American Buddhism, bolstered by interviews
with practicing American Buddhists, was
impressive. [He] earned an A- in WRIT 1133. I
hope he comes back in the Fall.
-Brad Benz

DH

A student from Baltimore wanted to learn everything she
could about Freddie Gray’s death (and the police culture
that produced it). Her connection to place – and living at
home – made it easier for her to dig deep into a variety of
local news sources, and her qualitative study based on a
lucky interview she caught with a Baltimore police captain
was incredibly thoughtful.... the resulting piece was
incredibly powerful, not only deftly synthesizing her
academic research, but also telling a complex story with
nuance and compassion in a way that makes that work (on
a difficult topic) accessible to a wide range of audiences.
-Libby Catchings

DH

One student who had moved back home with family for
the quarter was researching the influence of food
insecurity in her home community: The Standing Rock
Sioux Tribe. She was able to conduct an in-depth interview
with an elder in her tribe as well as a broad-reaching survey
on food insecurity and gathered about 350 responses,
which is double and even triple what most students are
able to do in a single quarter. [Her] primary research, her
interview report, her survey report, and her eventual
argumentative essay were greatly improved by her being
closely and physically embedded in her home community
this quarter.
--Aubrey Schiavone

DH

Advice 1
Make the course the course.
Strategies, Principles, Habit Processes
Recognize times and topics beyond pandemics.
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My whiteness started becoming more apparent to me in middle school,
which at that time I found harmless. When people found out that I was actually
Mexican, the first words out of their mouth were “Prove it. Say something in
Spanish.” This was actually some fun at first. In some weird twisted way, it was
as if fate had granted me through my Mexican ancestry an invisibility cloak with
which I could perform the coolest magic trick. Watch the white boy speak
Spanish. But after performing the same magic trick for many years, it has gotten
quite old.
...
Harlem Renaissance author Nella Larsen was all too familiar with this
phenomenon of “passing.” The daughter of a Danish mother and Black father,
Larsen was light enough to enter “white-only” spaces during segregation
without being questioned but could also just as easily mingle in black spaces.
Her novels Passing and Quicksand chronicle this fine line of perception; a
balancing act in fictitious categories.
My cloak of invisibility, which I’ve grown to resent, is faulty though, as
evidenced by the confusion I’ve caused countless Uber drivers. “So, what kind
of Asian are you? Filipino? Vietnamese?” they’d say. “Where is your accent
from?” “You’re white mixed with what?” Or, as a woman with a concerned look
once asked me in Michaels, “do you speak English?”
--Daniel

Advice 2
•
•
•

Figure the fullness of writers/scholars,
including the fullness of students.
We’re not merely screen beings.
Figure your own teaching fullness.
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Three openings shared with students:
1. In the summer of 1996, Andrew and I went camping in
the Tetons. He was twelve, in seventh grade, and I figured it
was a good age to have a father/son trip. We left Normal,
Illinois early one August morning in a Dodge Caravan,
heading northwest up I74 to I80.
2. In the photograph is a boy and a man, a father and son,
and between them is a sign “Signal Mt. Summit Elevation
7593 Ft.” The boy is middle school, the man thirty
something, and they’re wearing red and green hats, with
similar (if illegible) logos.
3. In the summer of 1996, I was trying to put my life back
together and learn a different way of being a father. The
previous year, yy wife had suddenly announced she wanted
a divorce, after her high school boyfriend reappeared.

Advice 2a:
Corollary
Resist totalizing
standardization.
or
Prize pied beauty.
Use the course
management system,
mind you, but avoid the
Templating of Learning.
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Advice 3
Give of yourself.
But not like Silverstein’s tree.
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